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Introduction

Indonesia considered as a world’s largest producer country of palm oil and the industry has given Indonesia’s economy’s most valuable on the agricultural export sector for the past decade.\(^1\) Palm oil is a plantation that has experienced considerable growth in production compared to other plantation crops in Indonesia. In fact, since 2006, Indonesia becomes the largest country to produce palm oil and despite of that fact; world palm oil production is currently dominated by Indonesia and Malaysia.\(^2\) According to FAO on Palm Oil Production Records, the growth of Indonesia production on palm oil is very significantly since the early 2000. The continuing growth even occurred since the year of 1989. Moreover in 2009 until 2010, total palm oil production was estimated at 45.1 million tones, with Indonesia and Malaysia accounts for more than 85 percent of the world total.\(^3\)

World palm oil consumption tends to increase by 9.66 percent per year while world palm oil production growth is only 7.94 percent per year.\(^4\) Because of the increase of demand, Indonesian CPO production and export has also increased. Indonesia CPO production significantly increased since in the year of 2000 and it continues to grow until in 2016 it declines around 3 per cent. Then, seventy per cent from the total of production is exported in 2016.\(^5\) It makes palm oil commodities able to provide very large contribution by the foreign exchange for the Indonesian economy.

One of the largest country destinations for Indonesian palm oil export is European Union (EU). According to Eurostat 2010, palm oil commodity is the biggest export product from Indonesia to EU.\(^6\) Palm oil can be used as a feedstock for biodiesel production, especially with the EU has a target to increase biofuels uses. EU big concern on sustainable energy brings to the EU’s target of sourcing 10 percent transports from biofuels. Since then, EU biodiesel becomes the main biofuels used for transport, which account 79 per cent of total use of biofuels in 2015. From that
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case, total share of palm oil used as biodiesel feedstock in EU account 13 per cent.\(^7\) This makes Indonesian palm oil export also significant for energy sector in EU.

Besides of the trade relations between Indonesia and European countries that seems mutually benefits according to EEAS data of trade flows between EU and Indonesia, however there is still a significant challenge faced by the Indonesian CPO industries, which is the EU Parliament Resolution on eliminating palm oil for biofuels production by 2020. The EU Parliament Resolution is an initiation report from MEPs (Members of EU Parliament) regarding the uses of palm oil that assumed it could give the impact toward deforestation in rainforest.

Even though the resolution is not binding policy or has no legal effect, however it can invites the EU Commission (EC) to take further action regarding the issue. While EU Parliament had passed the resolution, EU Commission also prepare for the establishment of RED II Proposal. The Renewable Energy Directive (EU RED II) has been determined as binding policy to continue EU 2020 renewable energy target that also stated to decrease biodiesel cooking oil based. This directive is a legally binding EU legislative product that will continue the renewable energy program after 2020. That is why it is significant for Indonesian government to respond the issue to keep spreading positive campaign for Indonesian CPO products.

The European Parliament Resolutions on palm oil and deforestation of rainforest underlining that palm oil, as one of a feedstock for biodiesel production, which may become the causes of Indonesian deforestation on rainforest.\(^8\) In addition, it also stated that fires in Indonesia are typically the result of the clearing of land for palm oil plantations and other agricultural uses; whereas 52 per cent of fires in Indonesia in 2015 occurred in carbon-rich peat lands, turning the country into one of the largest contributors to global warming on Earth.\(^9\) The resolution also recommends to the single certification system for sustainable palm oil.

However, since the EU Parliament had passed the resolution, Indonesian government responded with the objection and believes that it was a “discrimination and unfair action”. Indonesian government refers toward the EU study 2013 that shows palm oil production only accounts for 2.3 percent of deforestation, while livestock grazing contributes 24.26 percent and soybean farming accounts for 5.4 percent.\(^10\) Indonesian government also underlined for the unfair has seen because the Resolution promotes other vegetable oil, which also able to contribute on deforestation.

This issue brought to the Fourth Ministerial Meeting Council of Palm Oil Producing Countries (CPOPC) that held in Jakarta on 11 April 2017.\(^11\) There are two significant recommendation from this meeting, which are the strengthening the cooperation between Malaysian and Indonesia as the palm oil major producing countries on addressing palm oil trade challenges including the EU Resolution and also the ensuring the certification standard.
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on sustainable palm oil through the Indonesia Sustainable Palm Oil (ISPO) and Malaysia Sustainable Palm Oil (MSPO).\textsuperscript{12}

Even before that meeting, Indonesia also joint on the contribution for making the objection letter even before the law passed in April 2017. The letter was made by several ambassadors from palm oil producing countries in Brussels and sent it to the European Commission on 27 March 2017.\textsuperscript{13} The letter examined those producing palm oil countries data on how does the palm oil had gave the economic boosting and the current condition on smallholder that highly depend on the palm oil industries, including Indonesia.

Research Method

This research will use the \textit{Qualitative} research method. The writer also uses \textit{Library Research} method in order to analyze historical records, or theory that available. The observation will examine the basic of international relations theory on Economic Diplomacy and International Trade. Many main data analysis in this research will be from 2015 to 2017.

a. Economic Diplomacy

The concept for economic diplomacy according to Peter A.G., Bergeijk, and Okano Heijmans\textsuperscript{14} is to define on how the process of negotiations able to proceed in different environments such as regional, bilateral or multilateral economic. In this case of study, the writer will use the bilateral and multilateral diplomacy to be focused on. By looking at the conceptual framework to study diplomatic process, the writers use the framework by Peter A.G., Bergeijk, and Okano Heijmans study to define the context in which economic diplomacy is exercised (see figure1).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{The Analytical Framework for Study on Economic Diplomacy: Conceptual Economic Diplomacy.\textsuperscript{15}}
\end{figure}

The economic tools by it means from the context is generally results of the government focus on economic problems that could be seen as an object of why government should do economic diplomacy.\textsuperscript{16} The structure in international relations that facilitates the \textit{theatres} that means negotiating is could be seen as an International Institutions or Organization such as ASEAN or European Union.\textsuperscript{17} And the last is a diplomacy process, which it explains on how does the diplomacy processes are practiced.

To seeing each angle or the concept more easier, the authors also help with putting different questions which considers economic tools as the “what”, diplomacy process is “how” and theatre as “where”. Those are strategy used in economic diplomacy for states pursue national interest as the comprising for the economic prosperity and political stability.\textsuperscript{18} From this context, the economic tools can be related to the Indonesian government
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Concerns on the issue of EU’s parliament resolution that restrict the chances of Indonesian palm oil products export to enter European countries. Because of the broad range of economic activities, Peter A.G., Bergeijk, and Okano Heijmans divided into five clusters in economic diplomacy, which in this research, the writer will focus on the second and fifth cluster on trade diplomacy (see figure 2). Each cluster of economic diplomacy involves a wide variety of activities and expression. Moreover, the author also stated that countries are more successful in economic diplomacy if they increase the numbers of activities; conceive of new ways to conduct economic diplomacy or to terminate activities that have proven unsuccessful.19

On the second cluster, the writer allege to the case study that because of the IEU-CEPA that Indonesia and EU has, this agreement become the economic tools for Indonesia to negotiate the palm oil issue with EU. This could be seen on the second cluster from the trade diplomacy focus. On the other hand, on the fifth cluster, this can be conceived as EU behavior while they ban the palm oil using certain reasons to sanction the products and apparently blacklist the uses of the products.

Both clusters are seems connected, which it also explained in the theory that the multitude of activities within the different economic diplomacy strands from interdependence system, which means these activities are connected by linkage that occur when the way of which one of activity is performed affects the cost or effectiveness of other activities. Both clusters (2nd and 5th) that explained above could be as an example to be studied in this research.

Looking through the same concept by Nicholas Bayne and Stephen Woolcock on theory of the new economic diplomacy, the author also underline that economic diplomacy has the assumption that official diplomatic activities are focused on increasing exports, attracting investment and participating in international economic organization activities.21 Nicholas Bayne and Stephen Woolcock also define new economic diplomacy as a series of activities (both on methods and processes for international decision-making) related to cross-border economic activity (exports, imports, investments, loans, assistance, migration) conducted by state and non-state in the world. He examines that economic diplomacy is actually defined as “the process of international economic decision-making”.22

It means that the focus of the economic diplomacy study is on how states conduct their external relations by making decisions domestically that include the external negotiation. The processes of those interactions studied with the aim to promote international trade. In addition, according to Nicholas Bayne and Stephen Woolcock, many activities of non-state actors also considered relevant in this
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b. International Trade

In order to provide deeper knowledge on international trade behavior, the writer use the concept from Joseph E. Stiglitz study. On his book of Making Globalization Work, the author underlined the concept of international trade which seeing the making fair trade as the main arguments. He believes that despite of the success of globalization in which rising the number of international trade activities, there are still the lack of the global trade system that include the fair in trade activities. In this research, the challenge faced by Indonesia government that consider the EU policy as a trade barriers becomes a case study based on Joseph E. Stiglitz believes on the current global trade fairness challenge.

Free trade should be seeing as the activity of trade for goods or services flows unhindered by government-imposed restrictions and interventions, it means free trade is technically opposes all such intervention, including trade barriers. The existence of the international trade barriers such as legal factors continue to present challenges for business communities that decided to participate in the World Trade Organization (WTO) in order to promote trade liberalization initiative to the state level or regional level. On the other hand, international trade is often limited by various tax/duty imposed by the state but also include the non-tariff regulation on import goods. Theoretically all of these barriers are opposed by free trade. Non-tariff barriers is a form of restrictive trade where barriers to trade are set up and take a form other than a tariff, such as application of high standards of certain imported goods. Seeing with the EU Parliament Resolution that considered by Indonesian government as unnecessary barriers, the concept of trade barriers is unavoidable issue to examine in this research.

Meanwhile, according to international trade study from Joseph E. Stiglitz, global trade challenges faced majorly by developing countries. Trade liberalization challenge the more toward developing countries, including with technical and non-tariff barriers. On his book of making trade fair in global trade challenges, despite of the reduction on tariffs barriers are able to come down, non-tariff barriers does not eliminate protectionist sentiment or politics within the global trade. Advance industrial countries have been particularly imposing the non-tariff barriers sentiment, which take number of forms and make challenge within the global trade fair.

The behaviors of advance or developed countries by using the non-tariff barriers is deeply examined by Joseph E. Stiglitz book on making globalization work. On this case, it could be related with the behavior of EU restricted ability and restrain the export from developing countries through the EU Parliament initiation report or EU Resolution. According to Joseph E. Stiglitz, global trading system has seen loaded against the poorer countries through the trade barriers, which seems the highest. The author also mentioned that there are significant parts of advance industrialized countries’ trade policy which able to materially retrain the development of poorer countries and pressure of the developing countries participate in international trade.
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In light with the phenomenon of international trade, which challenges more toward the developing countries, the international agreement also often becomes a common tool for negotiation processes. Indonesia itself has been a contracting party or subject to many trade agreements, including an agreement made with European Union. Through the negotiation in Indonesia EU – Corporation Economic Partnership Agreement (IEU-CEPA), this research will further elaborate the role of this agreement is significant for Indonesia to negotiate the issue regarding the EU’s Parliament Resolution.

Result and Discussion

European Union Parliament Resolution on Palm Oil and Deforestation of Rainforest

EU Parliament Resolution is not type of EU legal framework that has legal effect; meanwhile the EU Resolution is an initiation document from members of EU Parliament to set out future work foreseen in a specific policy area. Because of the uses for this document only set up political commitments, therefore this initiation is not binding and not intends to have legal effects. This resolution initiates by EU Parliament or usually calls as MEPs (Member of European Parliament), however MEPs can invite EU Commission to take further action toward the document or resolution. It means that even though the resolution is not binding legal framework, the EU Commission can use the report or resolution document into the legislative products consideration.

In other words, only EU Commission that consists by 28 representatives from each member country are able to propose legal regulation. The EU resolution could become the consideration for EU Commission on EU legal framework or policy for instance, the EU Directives to regulate biodiesel or EU RED II (Renewable Energy Directive). The resolution was started by MEPs proposed a draft in 2016. The references letter code for the resolution is 2016/2222(INI) Palm Oil and Deforestation of Rainforest, which INI refers to initiative.

According to the report of EU resolution on palm oil and deforestation of rainforests, the EU committees that give the opinions are from EU Committee on Development, International Trade, and Agricultural and Rural Development. Moreover, with the committee who responsible is the EU Committee on Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI).

It was begin with the draft report and continue to several debates and vote in Parliament. The EU initiative report is apparently took voting results in April 2017, which reveals major MEPs approved or was in favor with resolution accounts 640 MEPs. In addition, 18 MEPs were against with the resolution and 28 MEPs abstained from voting. By the end of the voting, the resolution will bring to EU Commission to respond as the consideration of EU legal framework.

Moreover, the resolution also gets the supports from several European NGOs, which also contribute on voting on April 2017. These NGOs including Friends of the Earth Europe, Global Witness, Fern, Zero, Transport and Environment and etc.
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According from vote in favor letter from these NGOs, they agree to call for the EU Commission to take further and forceful action toward the case. On the last paragraph of the letter, they expressed their statement that they agreed for MEPs to phase out vegetable oil including palm oil for biofuels production.\(^{32}\)

The EU Parliament Resolution on Palm Oil and Deforestation consists of 27 observations, 25 general considerations and 54 recommendations statements or paragraphs.\(^{33}\) The resolution is focus on the implication of palm oil as the uses of palm oil products arise as the biofuels trends, however it also consider on many drivers of global deforestation including several agricultural commodities such as maize, soy, beef and palm oil. However due to the increasing demand and causes of palm oil for deforestation, which estimated also would effects vividly, EU action to halt deforestation is to cut the uses of palm oil products on biofuels production.

The resolution calls the EU Commission to honor International commitments that EU has, such as COP21, the UN Forum on Forests, the UN Convention on Biological Biodiversity, the New Work Declaration on Forests and also SDGs to terminate deforestation by 2020.\(^{34}\) It means that the resolution refers to those commitments that EU has taken in order to have further action toward environment issue. The resolution also stresses on EU Commission to work closely with other significant consumers including China and India and producing countries to study on common solution regarding the impact of palm oil on forestry degradation.\(^{35}\)

Moreover, the resolution is not only focus on Indonesia and Malaysia as the major producer countries, however EU also concerns on other Asian, African and Latin America countries who produce palm oil that can be related with the driver of deforestation caused by palm oil cultivation. It stated on observation statement paragraph 14. However, because of Indonesia and Malaysia increasing palm oil production since 1970s estimated to hold around 90 percent from palm oil global production, EU concentrate more toward the position of Indonesia and Malaysia within the resolution.\(^{36}\) Therefore, how important the position of Indonesia for EU palm oil trade would be explained on further in below paragraphs especially what is on the EU Parliament Resolution. Within this resolution, it recalls EU and Indonesia position as the trading states on palm oil commodity. It stated on general consideration paragraph 8 and 13 that recalls EU is a major importer of products, which resulting deforestation and around 7 million tones palm oil import per year, it makes EU as the second largest global importer. On the other hand, general consideration paragraph 12 stated that Indonesia becomes the third highest polluter in the world, which include suffers from decreasing biodiversity, several endangered species.\(^{37}\) In addition, on the EU resolution in the beginning of paragraph on general consideration, MEPs clearly mention that in 2014, EU responsible for 60 percent import palm oil uses and from that total, 46% was
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used in energy sector such as biodiesel production. It means, the issue brought by EU to the phase out palm oil uses for biodiesel is due to the high rank of EU palm oil consumption for biodiesel production. The Government of Indonesia (GOI) objection toward some of EU paragraphs, the writer divides into four points which are first, the uncertain of data for palm oil contribution on global deforestation, the promotion on rapeseed or sunflower oil, single certification and Social and Human Rights Violation in Palm Oil Industries.

Then we can underline several points in EU Resolution, which consisted by of 27 observations, 25 general considerations and 54 recommendations statements. The writer summarized three main initiative that propose by the Parliament, which are (i) the resolution underlines the ban of palm oil uses for biofuels production that related with the issue of deforestation current condition, (ii) social and human rights issue, and (iii) the calls for EU Commission to have single certification. However, it has brought to the objection by Indonesian government toward the initiation. The major reason for the objection is because EU resolution stated to promote the use of rape or sunflower oil, which according to study it also brought the significant impacts on GHG emissions, and the type of those crop have less production regard with total land used. In addition, having a single certification might oppose the existence of ISPO and MSPO, which has been created for the sustainable product certification.

Indonesia Crude Palm Oil Trade to European Countries

The oil palm commodity has a relevant role in the Indonesian economy. The palm oil industry becomes the largest foreign exchange earner after oil and gas commodities. The development of palm oil consumption shows an increasing trend in the world. It makes Indonesia's palm oil exports seem to broaden their market, and the trends shows that the industry is currently not only focus on the demand in Asia or Unites States market but also in European market.

The EU becomes the main market for Indonesia's CPO exports since 2008 (table 2). And in 2016, EU becomes Indonesia third largest palm oil export destination after India and China. This issue of high demand in EU is not only due to EU high consumption on vegetable oil for food but also development on biofuels production. In this case, EU uses palm oil for biodiesel production. Nevertheless, Indonesia Palm oil export in EU has increase significantly since the commodity has more function on biofuels production. Utilizing CPO for biodiesel production encourages EU demand on palm oil significantly. This issue noted in EU Resolution on Palm Oil and Deforestation of Rainforest. In addition, EU is one of the main alternative markets for Indonesia's palm oil export, especially for several European countries including Netherland, Italy and Spain.

The EU as an important market in Indonesia since the export volume has highest peak in several European countries, which in 2009 Indonesia's CPO exports to the EU countries amounted to 3.6 million tons. IPOA also noted that Indonesia's CPO exports to EU countries increased by 2.6

percent in 2015 from last year’s export volume.\textsuperscript{42} Therefore EU becomes the main Indonesia’ CPO trade export market because of the trend of trade opportunity in EU.

This case also cannot be denied by Indonesian products to penetrate the European market needs to be in line with the product standards, both quality standard and environmental production process standard. The export activity in EU for Indonesia palm oil industries meets major obstacle by EU standard, especially when the emergence of environmental issue able to make fluctuation for Indonesia’s palm oil export to EU. Nevertheless, the current Indonesia’s palm oil export to EU need to be analyzed since it could give the images how does the EU the current situation and standard could influence Indonesian CPO export activity. In summary, the CPO trade between Indonesia and EU has been conducted since the early 2000s, as EU start becomes Indonesian export main destination in the year of 2008. Both countries has gain mutual benefits from the CPO trade as Indonesia could export the palm oil to meet EU demand on vegetable oil especially after EU has policy on increasing the use of biofuels target. Therefore, the CPO trade for Indonesia is not only significant for Indonesia but also for EU.

The decline on Indonesian CPO export trend needs to be analyzed deeper on how this issue also followed by declining export volume in several EU countries. According from BPS data statistic 2016, Indonesia CPO exports in EU countries dominated by 3 major import countries, which are Netherlands, Italy and Spain. As three of major Indonesian CPO oil destination is in European countries, it is importance to analyze from the total volume by country destination.

 Mostly the trends Indonesia exports from 2015 to 2016 on palm oil products to European countries meet the decline.\textsuperscript{43} The decline occurred in several countries include Netherlands, Denmark, Italy, Belgium and others. Meanwhile United Kingdom and rest of the countries seems fluctuant. Therefore, the data shows declining on main Indonesia’s CPO market export destination in EU such as Netherland and Italy. it also brings the impact indirectly to declining on products export value.

\section*{Indonesian Government Strategies in Facing EU Parliament Resolution on Palm Oil and Deforestation of Rainforest 2017}

Indonesian government strategy to responds the issue is important as it includes on the economic diplomacy practices. Economic diplomacy as well as diplomacy in general as considered as a component of foreign policy or the country’s international activity to define the goals and benefits through economic diplomacy forms.\textsuperscript{44} Economic diplomacy involves a wide variety of activities and expression; in this case the writer will use the diplomatic communication that called as “démarche action” to analyze Indonesian government action on responding EU Resolution. According to Rafail Walangitan, Minister Counselor of Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Indonesian government action to respond the issue is called as démarche action and


\textsuperscript{43} ITC Statistic. “Indonesia CPO Export to European Countries”. Retrieved from www.trademap.org

it is including as one of diplomatic communication way.\textsuperscript{45}

Démarche is diplomatic term which part of the overall diplomatic strategy in the first place, in this case it could as a response (Spence: Dictionary of International Relations). According to the study of diplomatic communication, demarche action is the responds action, petition or protest presented through diplomatic channel.\textsuperscript{46} Thus, Rafail Walangitan, Minister Counselor of Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, even has ever said;

“The joint move we conduct to respond EU Resolution in the context of diplomacy, we call it as démarche action or it is a joint voicing action in the case of objection letter Indonesia cooperate with seven others palm oil producing countries to respond to the EU Resolution, and then in the case of CPOPC, Indonesia cooperate with Malaysia.”\textsuperscript{47}

1. Objection Letter by Palm Oil Producing Countries 2017

Since EU concerned on the case of palm oil cultivation on deforestation with the proposal of EU draft resolution in 2016, the objection letter was created by several palm oil producing countries in order to encourage EU Member of Parliament to oppose the statements regard the current condition of palm oil related with the rising of global biofuel production from food-based oil. On March 27, 2017 particularly before the vote for EU Parliament Resolution on Palm Oil and Deforestation of Rainforest held, several palm oil producer countries were writing an objection letter.

The letter is aimed to European Parliament President and EU Committee of Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI). Several ambassador of palm oil producing countries in Brussels that created the letter is from the ambassador from Embassy of Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Indonesia, Malaysia, Colombia and Guatemala. Each country provides the knowledge of current condition of palm oil industry, and how the views of each representative were stated through the letter. From Indonesia, the letter was signed by Indonesia’s Ambassador in Brussels, HE. Mr. Yuri O. Thamrin.\textsuperscript{48}

Moreover, the purposes of the letter is to underline the reasons of palm oil producing countries object EU Resolution to ban palm oil consumption for biofuel production in Europe. Indonesia itself provides the data on why palm oil industries are important for Indonesia’s economy, which palm oil industries had created more than four million jobs for smallholders (traditional farmers) and laborers. This issue also include with 12 million indirect work opportunities. Moreover, the letter also stated clearly for EU to note that currently Indonesia under President Joko Widodo still continue to regulate on peat lands restoration and ISPO Policy.\textsuperscript{49} And this becomes Indonesian government concerns to have sustainable product of palm oil.

Another point that important stated by Indonesian government on the view about the resolution is a statement of discrimination trade over CPO products. Certain statements in EU Resolution considers as biased and discriminated

\textsuperscript{45} Walangitan, R. and Siregar, R. (2017). Interviewed by the writer of this Research.
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against palm oil because it might give advantages for other raw materials or vegetable oil to replace palm oil for biofuels production.\textsuperscript{50} According to Rafail Walangitan, Minister Counselor of Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Indonesian government on joint creation of objection letter has aims to persuade, influence and encourage EU ENVI to voice out clear Indonesian government views EU Resolution as an act of togetherness with others palm oil producing countries.\textsuperscript{51}

2. Indonesian Government Responses Through Fourth Ministerial Meeting CPOPC in 11\textsuperscript{th} April 2017

The concerns of EU Resolution that considered discriminate against palm oil product might not only experience by Indonesia, but also other palm oil producing countries. Indonesia and Malaysia on the other hand have already made the established the cooperation on palm oil industries, which also called CPOPC (Council of Palm Oil Producing Countries). This council was established in 2015, pioneered by Indonesia and Malaysia. However this council would also be open for others producing countries, such as Philippine, Colombia, Brazil or Thailand. The cooperation has aims toward the meet palm oil industry’s challenges; including on cooperation on further research and development for palm oil product and coordinating to control the market prize and product quality.\textsuperscript{52}

Through this council, Indonesia government used its role as one of strategy to respond the EU resolution. This issue brought to the fourth Ministerial Meeting in April 2017. Indonesia and Malaysia not only discussed the progress of work under CPOPC areas, however Indonesia and Malaysia’s Ministers also shared their both concerns of the Resolution that might discriminate palm oil products. Through the CPOPC fourth ministerial meeting, Indonesia and Malaysia as dominant palm oil producing countries stated clearly their views on EU Resolution, and it is relevant to be noted for the EU policy maker to consider their disagreements before the EU take further on legal framework to ban palm oil uses for biofuels production. The fourth Ministerial Meeting of CPOPC on discussing the issue of palm oil and deforestation was not exclusively aimed to discuss the issue only, however the meeting was already been schedule even before the EU Resolution had passed in 4\textsuperscript{th} April 2017.\textsuperscript{53} However the momentum of EU Resolution that occurred on the same month or just several days before the meeting, as both countries Indonesia and Malaysia disagree with the EU initiative brought to the strategy to respond the issue.\textsuperscript{54} Disappointment of both Ministerial underlines several statements that relatively similar with the objection letter and official statement by Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs that has already explained on the above paragraphs. The meeting underlines disappointment arguments toward; the encouragement to use the single certification, ignoring to have certification for other oil crops, asserts that global palm oil production breach for other social issues, and the EU Commission study 2013 which not in line with the EU Resolution statements.\textsuperscript{55} Those statements underlines in the Joint Communiqué press release. Moreover, The Executive Director
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of CPOPC, Mahendra Siregar has ever stated that the initiative or the EU Resolution has “used as the guise of protectionism for the European rapeseed producers and the downstream industries such as EU biofuel”.

He also emphasized that compared with vegetable oils, palm oil is the only sustainable one and without palm oil, the land conservation in the future will take much larger, especially with the current high global demand for vegetable oil use. Moreover, it is because the other vegetable oil will need more land conservation to yields. The press release also noted for the future issue with EU regarding palm oil, Indonesia with CPOPC members will work together in order to ensure Sustainable palm oil by ISPO and MSPO.

Hence, Rosmawati Siregar Secretary III of Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs ever stated: “after the EU Resolution, CPOPC did not struggle to tackle the issue, however we responded the issue because there are arguments in EU Resolution which not clearly mention based on the current condition, and we concern about this issue actually to anticipate the long-term risk that could impact toward the palm oil consumption trend. It is because one of CPOPC goal is to gain the better palm oil market access or opportunities”.

It is relevant to note that the role of CPOPC before and after the EU Resolution is actually the same, which is to keep strengthening market access for palm oil industries and campaigning the sustainable palm oil products as to maintain the quality of sustainable product.

3. Bilateral Diplomacy on Campaigning CPO Fair Trade in 2017

Diplomatic practice is relevant and considered as national power according to International relation study. The main instrument of diplomatic practices is negotiation. As negotiation can be including formal or informal setting at any level negotiation such as bilateral form, Indonesian government’s strategy after stating the objection is to conduct several informal diplomatic approaches to European countries, such as Italy and Belgium. The diplomatic visit by Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs conducted right after the issue of EU Resolution passed with major vote by EU Parliament. Minister of Indonesian Foreign Affairs conducted diplomatic visit and asserted the issue of palm oil in order to gain support and campaigning CPO fair trade especially after the issue of EU Resolution on palm oil and deforestation of rainforest.

Fair trade by it means for this case according to Rosmawati Siregar Secretary III of Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the treatment or the concerns over palm oil as one of vegetable oil for biofuels production should not be only intimidate on palm oil, however the treatment also need to be pointed to all vegetables oil as feedstock for biofuels production.

This brought to the Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs to conduct bilateral approaches with Italian and Belgium Minister of Foreign Affairs. This makes important to note that campaigning the sustainable CPO trade with ISPO by Indonesian government has been conducted even before the EU Resolution passed. And after the resolution, the underline of the issue makes the Indonesian government move to repeatedly campaign on the fair treatment issue on
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CPO product more often such as the Minister of Foreign Affairs bilateral visit with several European countries including Italy and Belgium. 

a. **Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs met with Minister of Foreign Affairs of Belgium and Vice President of the European Commission for Foreign Relations and Security Policy in Brussels.**

Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs Retno Marsudi has had a work visit with Belgium Minister of Foreign Affairs Didier Reynders and also with Vice President European Commission for Foreign Relations and Security Policy Federica Mogherini in Brussels on October 10th, 2017. Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs Retno Marsudi refers toward the issue on Indonesia’s agriculture sector, especially for palm oil products. Even though the visit was not only to discuss regarding the issue, Retno Marsudi keeps underlines on the issue of negative campaigns against oil palm and it is expected to give the EU a fair treatment toward palm oil products.

Even though the bilateral diplomacy conducted by Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs Retno Marsudi was not only focus or bring palm oil issue as the priority topic discussion, however she stills attach the issue of palm oil and deforestation in order to campaigning the fair trade toward CPO products. It concludes that even before the EU Resolution passed, Indonesian government strategy on campaigning fair treatment on CPO product to tackle negative campaign has already been done. Therefore, especially after the Resolution occurred, through this meeting once again Indonesian government keep underlines the important of fair treatment toward CPO products.

b. **Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs met with Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs in Rome.**

According to Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs Press Release, Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi also met with Italian Foreign Affairs Minister in order to strengthen bilateral relations through diplomacy and to have better economic relation especially to discuss palm oil cases. This visit conducted on October 11th 2017. Foreign Minister Retno stressed the importance of "fair treatment" and prevents discriminatory actions against oil palm Indonesia. As Italia is a major importer country for Indonesia’s CPO products, Foreign Minister Retno also mentions an appreciation. She stated that she gives an appreciation to the Italian Government as one of the largest importers of Indonesian palm oil that supports the palm oil industry in the country.

She also mentioned that Italy is Indonesia's largest export destination for crude palm oil (CPO) in EU expected and supposed not to be influenced by the EU Resolution, which has not becomes EU legal policy to ban palm oil uses for biofuels production. Moreover, regarding the issue of EU Resolution, Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs also gave an overview to Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs Alfano that the Indonesian palm oil industry is considered as the Government's attention because it involves the lives of about 20 million Indonesians. It means that Foreign Minister Retno underlines to encourage fair treatment toward CPO
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products to Foreign Minister Alfano. In that meeting, Indonesia also discussed some other issues as well.

4. Negotiating Palm Oil Issue through Indonesia EU-CEPA

Another Indonesian government strategy is to conduct officially formal discussion through the economic cooperation commitment between Indonesia and EU has, and in this case will be Indonesia–EU Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (IEU CEPA). Throughout the agreement, the diplomatic practices regard with the issue on sustainable palm oil would clearly defined in the negotiation. Indonesia and European Union officially launched CEPA Negotiation in 2016 and the issue of palm oil and deforestation becomes the one of the topic on “Trade and Sustainable Development or TSD” in IEU-CEPA (3rd Round Negotiation) on September 2017. The analytical framework of economic diplomacy on external negotiation consists by three angles that analyzed to explain the diplomacy processes are; the economic tools as what, diplomacy process as how, and theatre as where.

CEPA has a general principle of comprehensive cooperation, mutual respect, the spirit of development, equal sovereignty, and mutual benefit for both parties. This becomes a tangible manifestation of the spirit of partnership between the two parties who make an agreement later will provides mutual benefits. Therefore, since the agreement of CEPA, any of trade barriers or challenges faced either by EU or Indonesia are considered relevant to discuss through CEPA. Moreover, for Indonesia, EU is the fourth largest trade partner. For the highest export commodity is agricultural product. Meanwhile for EU, Indonesia is the fifth largest trade partner in the region of South East Asia.67

EU Parliament Resolution Issue on IEU CEPA (3rd Round Negotiation) in September 2017

In line with the scoping paper on IEU-CEPA, which to discourage the unfair and discrimination trade, the negotiation on third round of IEU-CEPA apparently insert palm oil issue as the one of the topic discussion. The negotiation was held from 11-15 September 2017 in Brussels.68 The negotiation on palm oil issue consists in the topic of Trade and Sustainability Development (TSD). In the Indonesia-EU CEPA negotiations, it is mentioned that the scope of discussion of the TSD chapter in IEU CEPA will be directed at strengthening the commitment and cooperation of both parties on sustainable development in terms of economic and social development, and environmental protection.69 The key point that discussed on negotiation is specific exchanging information and views on Indonesia progress on pursuing ISPO certification.

Moreover, EU also expected with the IEU-CEPA negotiating process will go toward positive on mutual economic benefits. In this 3rd round, the two sides will discuss deeply the issue of palm oil at a special session in an effort to find a balanced and mutually beneficial
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The TSD session discussed on palm oil issue with these three main statements:

a. According to Rosmawati Siregar, Secretary III of Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs through dialogue in IEU-CEPA Indonesian government discuss more toward the harmonization on EU standard on sustainable palm oil and Indonesian government presented the progress of ISPO as Indonesian palm oil standard of sustainable certification.  

b. Indonesian government expressed with the on-going work to enhance Indonesian Sustainable Palm Oil (ISPO) certification system. On the goals of Indonesian government to gain more access market on sustainable label products, therefore the "sustainable" label in Indonesian palm oil products becomes opportunity for Indonesia to encourage on opening more market access for Indonesian CPO products in the EU market.

c. Indonesian government also encourages EU to have consistent treatment over palm oil. This issue is due to the EU is often inconsistent in treating illegal goods entering the market from other countries, including palm oil product.

Therefore, Indonesia will encourage the EU to have better knowledge about Indonesian efforts. For the harmonizing the ISPO certification with EU standard, Indonesian government questions more about the current EU’s sustainable requirements especially for CPO products. This exchange information, it would expect the ISPO would meet the EU requirement that still on the progress of maximum realization in the field.

Conclusion

Finally, the objectives of these strategies used by Indonesian government are to sustain palm oil market access to European countries, to maintain Indonesian CPO export volume toward and also to prevent long-term risk on weakening of global palm oil consumption trend. Indonesia is a highest palm oil production and EU becomes Indonesia’s third largest export palm oil countries destination after India and China. Therefore, trade relations especially on palm oil between both sides is significant due to the large position of EU for Indonesian CPO market access.

Back to the main objective of this research to analyze Indonesian government strategies to face EU Resolution, the writer summarized that there are four main strategies, which conducted by Indonesian government to respond and negotiate the issue. Four main strategies are Indonesia government effort by making a joint of creation of objection letter, by responding over the issue through CPOPC role, by campaigning the fair trade of CPO products through bilateral approaches by Indonesian Minister of Foreign Affairs, and lastly by negotiating with EU through Indonesia – EU CEPA.

The key point for those Indonesian Government strategies through diplomatic approaches is to state a clear objection and to emphasize more about the current on-going progress of ISPO policy. In addition, others palm oil producing countries also put their concern, which reveals that Indonesia is not the only country that struggle with...
the issue. Therefore, on Indonesian strategies through joint action of the creation on objection letter with others palm oil producing countries technically will strengthen the collective view on the development of sustainable CPO products with the cooperation strategy in order to gain the same goal, which is to maintain the CPO trade market access. Especially, these strategies on diplomatic practices could have opportunity to sustain mutual trade relation between EU and Indonesia, however palm oil issue is still very critical for Indonesian government national interest.
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